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ABSTRACT.--Male Marsh Wrens• (Cistothoruspalustris) sing with immediate variety (i.e. AB
CDE . . .); they progressrapidly through their songrepertoiresand tend to countersingwith the
same song types. Intensive study of two hand-reared males in the laboratory now confirms that
both the song types and the songsequencesare learned. Furthermore, the leader/followerroles
during countersingingduels are not determined at random. In this study, Bird 1 dominated Bird
2 in physical encounters;Bird 2 often followed (i.e. matched) the song type just sung by Bird 1,
but Bird 1 matched the songsof Bird 2 only when the songsof the latter were electronically
amplified. The leader/follower roles in countersingingmay be ritualized expressionsof dominance
and subordinance,respectively,and could reveal to both males and femalesthe relative vigor of
the combatants. Received 20 November 1978, accepted26 March 1979.

IMITATION plays an important role in the ontogeny of song in many songbird
species(e.g. Nottebohm 1972, Kroodsma 1977), and if juveniles either remain at or
return to the locality where songs were learned, interacting breeding males will
possesssimilar songs. If a male has only one song type in his repertoire, temporal
adjustments in song delivery may be used to achieve interference or avoidance
(Wasserman 1977), but when males imitate several songsand develop sizeablerepertoires of different song types, the potential for complexity of interactions during
countersinging is escalated. Studies of Chaffinches (Fringilla coelebs), Great Tits
(Parus major), Black-crested Titmice (Parus bicolor), Cardinals (Cardinalis cardinalis), Rufous-sided Towhees (Pipilo erythrophthalmus), etc., have revealed that
neighboring males often respond to one another or to a tape recording (of a song
from the local "dialect") with matching song types (Hinde 1958, Gompertz 1961,
Lemon 1968a, b, Kroodsma 1971, respectively; see Falls and Krebs 1975 for an
apparent exceptionto this pattern). Males of thesespeciestypically sing a songtype
several times before switching to another (i.e. AAAA . . . BBBB . . .), but the
potential for vocal interactionsis further heightenedwhen successivesongsare usually different (i.e. ABCDE . . .), as in the Marsh Wren (Verner 1975).
With such a rapid interchange of song types, the roles of leader and follower in
the countersingingbecome immediately evident. Verner (1975: 295) speculated that
this song-matching during countersinging reflected "the dominance/subordinance

relationshipsbetween neighbors,"but becauseof the complexity of both the song
repertoire and the interactions in the field, he could not adequately document the
relationship among males. Having studied this phenomenonin the laboratory with
hand-reared birds, I can now (1) confirm that both the song types and favored
sequencesin this complex behavior are learned, (2) reveal that the roles of leader
and follower in countersingingduels are not determined at random, and (3) support
the hypothesisthat such vocal dueling, together with loudness of delivery, is a
reflection of size, age, and/or dominance/subordinancerelationshipsand might be

• See Kroodsmaand Verner (1978) for encouragedchangeof commonname from Long-billed Marsh
Wren

to Marsh

Wren.
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Fig. 1. The sequenceof songtypesto which two Marsh Wren males were exposedbetweenthe ages
of 15 and 65 days. The songtype numberscorrespondto thosein Table 1. (Noticethat songtype 6 occurs
twice.)

used by males or females in assessingvigor or potential fitnessof possiblerivals or
mates.

METHODS

During June 1974 1 collectedfrom a New York marsh and raisedby hand two 10-day-oldMarsh Wren
males. The two maleswere then housedin the sameor nearby cagesthroughoutthe experiment.From
day 15 to day 65 I tutored each male with nine different song types, which were presentedin a cyclical
fashion (Fig. 1) about 100 times daily. Subsong,analogousto babbling in human children, began at 20
days of age but ceasedduring November upon shortening daylengths; singing resumed and the adult

songswere developedthe next spring, as days again lengthened.Tape recordingand spectrographic
analysisof the singingrevealed that each male had imitated the details of all nine song types that had
been heard the previousJuly and August (Fig. 2).
During the experiment,eachmale was housedin a separate27 x 28 x 52 cm wire cageon oppositesides
of a small room. In order to determine how the two males were using their nine songtypes, I recorded
in stereothe normal singinginteractionsof the birds on 11 days, from 1 March to 11 April, during their
first spring. As with wild Marsh Wrens (Verner 1975), temporal patterning of singing did influence
sequencingbehaviors.With Bird 1, for example,the tendencyto repeat a given songtype increasedas
the intersonginterval increased:a disproportionatenumber of transitionswith time intervals of 10-15
s were betweensuccessive
renditionsof the same songtype (X2, P < 0.001). Thus, sequences
of song
types sung by the two males were studied further only if 7.5 s or lessintervened from the beginningof
one songto the beginningof the next. This correspondsto a minimum of eight songs/minute.
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Fig. 2. Representativetrill syllablesof four different song types that each of two Marsh Wren males
learned from tutor tape songspresentedvia a loudspeaker. Axes are time and kHz. A typical marsh wren
songlasts 1.5-2.0 s and consistsof several introductory notes, a trill of repeatedsyllables,and several
concluding notes. Because the trill is the major and most distinctive portion of the song, only it is
presentedhere. The full song is displayed in Krocdsma (1978).

RESULTS

SONG SEQUENCING WITHIN THE INDIVIDUAL

Solo singing.--When either Bird I or Bird 2 sang without the immediate intervention of the other male, there was a significant tendency to sing the same sequence

of songtypesas occurredon the tutor tape (seequadrantsI and IV of Table 1, Fig.
3). Overall, out of 1,965 transitions from the two males, 565 were transitions that
had been acquired from the tutor tape; this is 2.3 times the expected number of 246.
Furthermore, the transition matrix for each male was asymmetrical; the mere association of song types on the tutor tape did not increase the likelihood of the male
singing the reverse song sequences(e.g. the 2-3 transition was used frequently, but
not 3-2, etc.), and observed entries for these reverse sequenceswere far less than
expectedfor each male. Sequencesof song types that were 4 or $ transitions removed
from one another in the tutor tape sequence(e.g. 4-9, see Fig. 1) were used even

lessby the two males;the observed/expectedratios were • 1 (median = 0.46) for all
32 such possible transitions for the two males combined. Thus, the song-type sequences presented on the tutor tape during the first fall were learned and heavily
favored during uninterrupted singing performances by each male the following
spring.
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Fig. 3. Data summarized from the 18 x 18 transition matrix in Table 1. "A" representsany one of
the nine song types in the repertoires of Birds 1 and 2, "B" then representsthe next song type in the
sequenceof songsthe males had acquired from the tutor songs(see Fig. 1), and "C" through 'T' are the
other song types in the repertoire. The relative width of the arrows depicts the observed/expectedratio
for a given sequenceof songs;the actual ratios occur above the arrows. For the sequence"A-•C, D,
ß . . or I," the ratio is actually the average of all possibletransitions(e.g. A-•C, A-•D, A-•E, etc.).
During "solo singing," both the preceding and following events illustrated in a quadrant are from the
same male; in the "countersinging"quadrants, following eventsare responsesby one of the malesto the
song types of the other male.

During uninterrupted singing, Bird 1 also tended to repeat a song type after he
sang it, while Bird 2 did not. Overall, by comparing the index of predictive association for each of the 11 recording sessions(see Hays 1963), I found that the sequencing behavior of Bird 1 was more predictable than it was for Bird 2 (two-tailed
Mann Whitney-U test, P < 0.05).
During countersinging.--The sequencingbehaviors of the two males were influenced in different ways when they countersang with each other. Presumably in
response to the more orderly and predictable behaviors of Bird 1, Bird 2 became

more predictablein his songsequences:Bird 2 increasedthe observed/expectedratio
of songtype transitionsthat were acquiredfrom the tutor tape (X", P < 0.001; these
data are not found in Table ! or Fig. 3, for quadrants I and IV reveal patterns of
uninterrupted singing, while quadrants II and III indicate responsesto specificsong
types sung by the second bird--see below). Bird 2 did not, however, change the

number of A-A transitions(X", P > 0.1).
On the other hand, the sequencingbehavior of Bird ! became less predictable if
Bird 2 interjected a song:Bird ! decreasedthe observed/expectedratio of both the
A-A transitions(X2, P = 0.05) and the song-typetransitionsacquiredfrom the tutor
tape (X2, P < 0.001). Thus, the responsesof the two males to one another were
assymetrical. Further clues as to the nature of this asymmetry are provided by
examining how the males responded to the specific song types interjected by the
second male.
RESPONSE TO SPECIFIC

SONG TYPES OF THE

OTHER •IALE

COUNTERSINGING

DURING

In responseto specificsongtypes interjected by the other bird, a male could reply
with the same song type, advance to the next song type in the favored sequence, or
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Fig. 4. A comparison of the observed/expecteddegree of song matching by Bird 1 and Bird 2 over
a 40-day sampling period. The obs/exp ratio of 1 is expected by chance alone (dashed line). During two
of the recording sessions,the songsof either Bird 1 (day 37) or Bird 2 (day 33) were amplified using
microphone, amplifier, and speaker;these 2 days are representedby open squaresor circles.

jump to any of the other songs available in the repertoire. When countersinging
with Bird 1 (see Table 1 and Fig. 3, upper right quadrant), Bird 2 often advanced
to the next song type in the favored sequence(2.05 x the expected) but even more
frequently replied with the songtype that Bird 1 had just sung (2.84x the expected).
Jumping to other points in the favored sequence occurred about half as often as

expectedby chance alone (obs/exp = 0.57).
A comparison of how Bird 1 responded to the song types of Bird 2 again emphasizesthe asymmetry of the interactions. Bird 1 often advanced to the next song type
in the favored sequence(1.77x expected), as did Bird 2. Bird 1, however, matched
the song type that Bird 2 had just sung no more than would be expected by chance
alone (1.04x expected). Rather, the probability of jumping to some other point in

the singing sequencewas greater for Bird 1 (obs/exp = 0.86) than it was for Bird
2 (obs/exp= 0.57; differencesignificantat P < 0.05, two-tailed Mann-Whitney Utest).

This last point is significant, for Bird 2 did often advance to the next song type
in the sequence;if Bird 1 had ignored that advance and continued to sing in his
favored sequence,he would then have been matching the song type that Bird 2 had
just sung. That tended not to happen as often as expected; Bird 2 advanced to the
next song type 2.05 times as often as expected, yet Bird 1 matched that song no
more than expected by chance alone (1.04x expected). Overall, the responsesof
Bird 1 to Bird 2 were less predictable than vice versa (comparing the index of
predictive associationover the 11 recording sessions,P < 0.002, two-tailed Mann-
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Whitney U-test). A major component of this unpredictability appears to consist of
attempts by Bird 1 to avoid replying with the same song type that Bird 2 had just
sung.

When combining the data from the 11 recording sessionsover the 40-day period
in one transition matrix, it is assumed that song patterning and matching are stable.
There was a significant change, however, in the degree to which Bird 2 matched

the songsof Bird 1 throughoutthis 40-day period. In Fig. 4 the observed/expected
ratio of song-matching by Bird 1 and Bird 2 is plotted for each of the 13 sessions
(11 natural + 2 experimental--see below) throughout the 40-day period. Bird 1
matched Bird 2 no more than expected by chance alone (except for day 33--see
below); however, the degree to which Bird 2 matched Bird 1 was very high initially
and decreasedthroughout the experiment (reciprocal transformation of obs/expratio,
n = 13 sessions,r = 0.69, significantly different from 0 at P < 0.01).
In order to test whether the intensity of the signal could influence the extent of
song-type matching, I amplified, via microphone, amplifier, and loudspeaker, the
songsof Bird 2. On day 32 all equipment was in place, and on day 33 the amplifier
was turned on. Bird 1 then matched the songsof Bird 2 more than during any other
sampling period and significantly more than either the previous control day or all
other recording sessionscombined (two-tailed Mann-Whitney U-test, n, = n2 = 9,
comparing obs/exp ratios of diagonal cells for lower left quadrant of transition matrices for respective days; P < 0.01 in both cases). When the songsof Bird 1 were
amplified in a similar experiment on day 37, Bird 2 did not significantly alter his
singing behavior, but he did continue to match the songs sung by Bird 1.
DISCUSSION

Marsh Wrens in eastern Washington have large and nearly identical song-type
repertoires (greater than 100 song types) and tend to sing their songs in highly
stereotyped sequences. In fact, so stereotyped are the sequencesthat Verner (1975:
283) counted "...
on six different occasionsinvolving six different experimental
subjects in the field . . . as many as nine consecutivecorrect matchings . . ." of the
next song on a playback tape. Thus, the playback tape entrained the territorial male
in the repertoire sequence, making the territorial male the "... leader in a countersinging bout with the recorder."
Although a male of a species that typically sings with eventual variety (AAA
ß . . BBB . . .) may proceed through its repertoire in a semi-orderly fashion (e.g.
see Lemon and Chatfield 1971), experimental studies have typically documented
that a territorial male replies to a playback with the same or matching song type,
not the next in the sequence. Several explanations could account for these observed
differences. (1) They may reflect the focus of the investigators involved and the fact
that discovering the sequential organization of "eventually versatile" songstersrequires greater perserverencethan it does for immediately versatile singers. On some
occasionswhen birds do not match song types (e.g. 50-75% of time in Cardinals,
Lemon 1968b), the leading male might actually be singing the next song type in the
semi-orderly sequenceof song-type bouts. (2) The differences undoubtedly reflect to
somedegreethe escalatedpatterns of interaction than can occur in the immediately
versatile Marsh Wren. The dominant feature of eventually versatile songstersis the
seemingly endlessrepetition of a given song type (up to 100 repetitions in the Carolina Wren, Thryothorus ludovicianus, pers. obs.), while in the immediately ver-
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satile speciesit is the contrastof the successivesongs.It is quite possiblethat replies
to interlopers (i.e. the playback tape recorder simulating an intruding male), which
presumablyare expressionsof dominanceor territorial possession,will be a reflection
of that primary feature of the singing behavior, either the repetition of the same
song type or the anticipation of the next. (3) Finally, the extended sequenceof
playback songsthat Verner (1975) used, together with the smaller territory size of
Marsh Wrens, may have evoked interactionsthat occurnaturally among neighboring
territorial

males rather than those interactions

that occur between

a resident and an

intruder.

But with either the immediate or eventual style of versatility in singing behavior,
if countersingingof matching song types is to occur, there are both leader and
follower roles. The major question then arisesas to which interactant assumeswhich
role. In this laboratory study, Bird 1 consistentlyassumedthe role of leader. When
singingsolo, Bird 1 heavily favored the sequenceof songsthat had been learned the
previous fall from the tutor tape; when Bird 2 intervened, the predictability of song
sequencesin Bird 1 actually declined. Overall, the data suggestthat Bird 1 avoided
matching Bird 2 by either advancing to the next song type or jumping to other
points in the favored sequence.
On the other hand, Bird 2 actively matched the songtypes of Bird 1. When Bird
1 interjected a songtype, the singing of Bird 2 became more predictable, largely as
a result of his song-typematching during countersinging.During the hand-rearing
period, Bird 2 had been quite sickly, and even though he survived, he never regained
full vigor, and his songswere never quite as stable as were those of Bird 1. When
the two birds were housed together or in the same cage with a single wire partition,
Bird 2 was clearly subordinate,for aggressiveattacks by Bird 1 were rarely (if ever)
countered, and Bird 2 usually retreated to the oppositeside of his cage space. Thus,
in all respects, Bird 1 was physically dominant to Bird 2, and the alteration in
countersingingduring amplification of the songtypes of Bird 2 suggestsfurther that

the rolesof leader and follower actuallyreflectthe relative dominanceof interactants.
Aggressive tendencies or (apparent) size alone can be conveyed by the loudness or
the frequency of a signal among some amphibians (for Hyla, G. M. Fellers pers.
comm., and in Bufo, Davies and Halliday 1978), and with thrushesDilger (1956)
also demonstrated that loud song playback inhibited close approach by a territorial
male, but lowered volumes again elicited approach (see also Morton 1977).
The relative dominance of interacting male Marsh Wrens could be expected to
change in both time and space, and monitoring the interactions of known-age individuals throughout a breeding seasonshould prove enlightening. If such vocal
dueling can expressdominanceand subordinance,then one might predict that older
establishedmales would be dominant to first-year males or to other adult males that
had just moved the center of their activity to a new courting center (seeVerner 1965
for a discussion of the breeding biology of the Marsh Wren). Furthermore, one
would predict that, all other things being equal, dominanceand patterns of countersingingmight changedependingon the location of a male within his territory (Craig
1976, Brown 1963). Also, such relationships would not be stable but would change

through time. Particularly intriguing here is the gradual reduction in the role of
follower played by Bird 2 over the experimental period (Fig. 4). This pattern may
reflect either declining subordinancein Bird 2 or the overall, gradual reduction in
the frequency and probably the intensity of interactions over the experimental period.
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The similarity in form and perhaps function between the vocal dueling by Marsh
Wrens and the verbal dueling used by some segmentsof human societiesis intriguing. Farb (1974) describessuch human verbal dueling in the form of Eskimo song,
West Indian calypso, or the insults exchanged by some Turkish or black ghetto
youths (see also Labov 1972), the rapid verbal interchange being a means of developing vocal virtuosity and, perhaps even more important, serving as an intragroup
competitive strategy that is an alternative to actual fighting. In the West Indies, for
example, the game is played by adolescent males, and rhyme must be used during
the rapid interchange of insults. The audience (usually other adolescent males) "incites both participants, cheering good hits and ridiculing bad ones." Fighting is
abhored; rather, the loser of the verbal interchange will "sound out" another more
vulnerable member of the group, and after several such interchangesa pecking order
is eventually established(Farb 1974).
The roles of leader and follower are also evident in some frog choruses, though
the roles involve the temporal delivery of a single call rather than the matching of
different call types. Again, roles are not established at random, for certain males
initiate more calling bouts than would be expected by chance alone. Furthermore,
with the Pacific tree frog (Hyla regilla), Whitney and Krebs (1975) found that males
that initiated calling bouts attracted a disproportionate number of the females. It is
highly conceivable that the complex communication system that has evolved in some
bird species may also function in a similar manner, conveying a wealth of information to both participants and listeners.
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